
WBLM Capítulo 5 
 

Vocabulary #1: Label the parts of the house. Use definite articles    

       (el/la/los/las) 
#2-3: Label items. Use indefinite articles (un,una,unos,unas) 

#4: Listening. Check the items he wants for his apartment. 
#5: Complete the sentences with days of the week based on  

       the schedule. 
#6: Complete the sentences with the appropriate word. 

#7: Listening. Select to whom the statement pertains. 
#8: Form sentences using antes de/después de logically.  

      Follow the model.  
#9: Listening. Choose the correct preposition to complete  

       the paragraph. 
#32: Listening. Choose the word being described. 

yo-go irregular 

verbs 

#10: Write the correct conjugations. 

#11: Choose the correct verb and conjugate accordingly. 
#12: Listening. Match the phrases.  

#28: Complete the conjugation chart. 

Stem-changing 

verbs 

#13: Write the correct conjugations. 

#14: Change the verb from singular to plural (yo > nosotros)  
        or vice versa. 

#15: Conjugate the verb. 

#29: Fill in the blanks. 

Reflexive verbs #17: Fill in the missing reflexive pronoun. 

#18: Listening. Put the actions in the correct order. 
#19: Conjugate the verbs. 

#20: Fill in the blank with the missing reflexive pronoun. 
#21: Change the sentence to the NOSOTROS form instead of YO. 

#30: Fill in the blanks. 

Sopa de verbos: 
irregular, stem-

changing, 
reflexive, and 

regular 

#16: Form complete sentences. Add prepositions and articles  
        when appropriate. Write out the time. 

#22: Listening. Select the correct person for each statement. 
#23: Listening. Fill in the blanks with the missing words. M/C 

#25: Listening. Form complete sentences by conjugating the verb. 
#31: Choose the correct verb and use the correct form. 

        ¡OJO! Some may stay in the infinitive form! 

Cultura #26: Label the map. 

#27: Complete the paragraph with info from p. 156 

Un poco de todo #24: Listening.  True/false. 
#33: Listening. Complete with the missing word(s).  

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to  

   actually see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do 
not understand why an answer is wrong. 
 


